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INTRODUCTION

To assess the degree of implementation of IPI for each teacher and

school, questions were designed to assess how well IPI was put into

operation and to provide the teachers and schools feedback so that

improvements could be made. In order to determine if a teacher or

school has been successful in implementing IPI, the strategies and

steps for individualizing instruction were restructured in terms of

questions. The results included inquiries to be made on the use of

diagnostic instruments and the teacher resources of materials and

settings. These questions include:

1. Do pupils begin work at points in the continuum con-
sistent with placement test results?

2. Is the unit pretest given for each unit begun?

3. Are prescriptions written in accord with unit pretest

results?

4. Are prescriptions different for different pupils

working in the same skill?

5. Are Curriculum-Embedded Tests used properly?

6. Are posttests used properly?

For additional reference material for interpreting these results,

Teacher in IPI is recommended.
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1. Do pupils begin work at points in the continuum consistent

with placement test results?

Since the units are carefully sequenced, the mastery of each

unit is generally dependent upon mastery of the preceding unit.

The placement tests determine the units to be studied and the

continuum specifies the sequence of the units to be mastered.

Therefore, the student should work in the necessary units in

the order in which they are sequenced in the continuum.

Utilizing the placement information which was sent to Measure-

ment Research Center and prescriptions which were sent to RBS,

a comparison was made to determine if the pupils started in

the continuum correctly.

2. Is the unit pretest given for each unit begun?

With the exception of Level A, unit pretests are available and

should be administered for all skills. The results are then

used to analyze the specific mathematics skills the student has

yet to master within a particular unit.

An error occurs if the pretest is not administered or if a

partial pretest is given.

3. Are prescriptions written in accordance with unit pretest

results?

Prescriptions should be written for all skills with pretest

scores below mastery (847, or less), unless teacher judgment is

indicated. For this questiso a "prescription" is defined as

the assignment of materials, settings, or a CET.



4. Arc prescriptions different for different pupils working in the
same skill?

In TM, instructional decisions are choices a teacher makes in
forming a unique program of studies for a student. A diagnosis
of the learning needs of the pupils and the objectives to be
mastered should result in a variety of materials and settings
used.

To describe the decisions made for the pupils, the following
reports were generated:

Instructional Techniques (TT):
IPI offers a framework within which to individualize in-

struction and some prepared materials to help in the task.
However, since the STS pages are not sufficient for individ-
ualizing instruction, the IPI teacher needs to utilize a
variety of settings and materials.

Each prescription written consists of a combination of
the two types of instructional techniques: settings and ma-
terials. A short description of these techniques follows:

SETTINGS

ALONE: if a pupil works in materials, but did not have any of
the following settings, he is said to work by himself.

01 Teacher Tutor: A child has been tutored when the teacher aids him
in explaining, questioning, creating a worksheet, etc. This does
not include the reading of directions.

02 Peer Tutor: Another student assists this student with a particular
skill.

03 Small Group Instruction: Two to ten students are brought together
for instruction on a particular skill.

04 Large Croup Instruction: Eleven or more students are brought to-
gether for instruction on a particular skill.

05 Seminar: Large group instruction on more than one skill is the
focus of the instruction. An example might be a discussion of the
use of time applying all the skills from a particular level.
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SETTINGS (coned)

07 Independent Study: A student is working independently searching
for information on a problem. This setting does not refer to a
pupil working alone in the Standard Teaching Sequence, but may
often be used along with Research (10).

11 Tutor of Others; This student is used to tutor another student.
If this student is receiving the tutoring then it should be re
corded as 02.

MATERIALS

STS: The pupil worked in one or more pages in the Standard
Teaching Sequence.

06 Curriculum Texts: This includes the use of any textbook which is
used for the teaching of a particular skill.

08 Film Strips: This would include the use of any film or film strips.

09 Records/Tapes: This would include the use of any records, tapes or
other audio devices that are used to'teach a particular skill.

10 Research: The pupil uses books and/or other materials to learn a
skill or group of skills. This work may go beyond simple mastery
to include the use of the skill in problem solving.

12 Manipulative Devices: A child is assigned a manipulative device
which aids the teaching of a particular skill.

Variability of Prescriptions:
After analyzing the pretest scores and selecting the first

skill needing working, the decision is made regarding the instruc
tional settings and materials which will constitute the "first
prescription". If STS pages are prescribed the total number of
-pages should vary among pupils *corking on the same and different
skills.

To determine this, the following information is included in the
report:
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a. MEDIAN NUMBER OF PAGES: The number of pages
-prescribed such that 50% of the pupils were
prescribed more pages and 50% of the pupils
prescribed fewer pages.

For example, if the median is 6, it means
that half of the prescriptions were for more
than 6 pages and half were for less than 6
pages.

b. 25% OF TILE CASES ARE : 25% of the 1st
prescriptions included fewer than this num-
ber of pages.

For example, if 25% of the cases are below
4, it means that 25% of the prescriptions
were for less than 4 pages.

c. 25% OF THE CASES ARE ABOVE : The number
of pages prescribed such that 25% of the
first prescriptions included more pages.

For example, if 25% of the cases are above
9, it means that one-fourth of the first
prescriptions were for greater than 9 pages.

Another way to determine the variability of prescriptions is to examine
the average number of CETs to mastery. Since all pupils working in a
*ill complete at least one CET, the average number to mastery should
be between one and two. Tf the average number of CETs is greater, than
two, the causes may be:



4. (coned)

1. The teacher consistently does not look care-
fully at workpage scores so that she can pre-
dict when the pupils are ready for CETs.

2. The teacher has adopted a pattern of prescribing
a few pages and then a test, a few pages and
then a test, for all pupils regardless of their
pretest scores and her knowledge of their abilities.

3. The teacher assigns CETs before workpages to
nearly all pupils and not just to ones with
borderline pretest scores or score conflicts.
(See explanation of question 5 for definition
of score conflicts.)

4. The teacher unnecessarily requires the pupil to
master two successive CETs before accepting that
the pupil has mastered the skill.

If the average number of CETs is very close to 1.00 and the median num-
ber of pages in the 1st prescription is very high (perhaps 8 to 10 or
more), this may indicate another problem. In such cases, nearly all the
pupils pass the 1st CET, but many of them may be receiving unnecessarily
long prescriptions.
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5. Are CETs used properly?

To monitor the student's progress as he works on his pre-

scription and moves from skill to skill within a unit, CETs

should be administered. This diagnostic instrument has two

parts and should be utilized as follows:

Part I: A CET should be given after a child completes work

(pages or IT) in a skill. If he does not show

mastery on this CET (a score of 85% or less), follow-

up work should be assigned and the alternate form of

the CET given. Pupils should not be given a second

CET if the first is mastered.

A child may be given a CET without a preceding work

assignment if his pretest score was on the border-

line of mastery. Again this CET should be followed

tip with work and/or another CET only if it is failed.

Part II: Since this Is a limited pretest of the next skill,

mastery or lack of mastery adds Information for de-

cision making in two ways:

1. If the score on this part conflicts with the
pretest score,-the pupil's knowledge should
be verified by giving the whole CET for that

skill. A transfer of information (and some-
times confusion) between skills often results
in a disagreement or conflict between the
pupil's pretest score on a skill and his
corresponding CET Part II score. Such con-

flicts should be followed up by a prescrip-

tion of CET Part T. An error occurs when
CET Part II causes a conflict and is not
followed by CET Part I of the next skill.

2. Since the pupil should be given every opportunity
to test out of a skill, the possibility of

transfer between skills needs to be recognized.
Therefore, for example, if a pupil works on
B-Add-3, then skips to B-Add-6, he should take
the CET Part II for B -Add -S as a short pretest

for B-Add-6.



6. Are posttests used properly?

To determine mastery of the unit skills after instruction is

given, the posttest: should be administered. Since posttest

scores below mastery (84% or less) indicate a lack of unit
mastery, instruction on the deficient skills must be pre
scribed as a follow - -up.


